
Midterm 2 Test - Written Response Student Evaluation Checklist     Student (initials): _______ 
 

Instructions: Examine this checklist and take note of the areas where you need to improve for next time 
                         or revel in your excellence if there are few or no boxes X’ed.  
 

Specific areas that needed to be addressed:  (I+D+E+A+L = IDEAL!) 

 

I: Introduction of main idea of the question. 

I1. : Initially, you did not introduce the key idea/focus to the question. Use the question's key target words at the start! 

I2. : No need for a lengthy introduction, this is not an essay. Simply re-state the key words of the question and proceed. 
 

D: Development of the key ideas of the topic using details:     Needs Work:      Satisfactory:      Well Done: 
D1. : Your topic sentence did not reflect the question’s main idea/theme/target words = no context was established. 

D2. : Incomplete analysis, further development or clarification of this section of discussion was needed in this part.    

D3. : Narration of history + describing events has occurred here rather than analysis relating to the central question.  

D4. : Faulty and/or illogical historical reasoning or use indicated a misunderstanding of historical content. 

D5. : Poor organization of the content is this section has weakened the quality of the analysis. 

D6. : Relevance is lacking in terms of the central topic of this question as you have lost contact with the question’s 

             target words “___________________________________________” and the discussion is not centered. 

 

 

 

E: Use of Evidence/Fact References for support of the analysis:  Needs Work:      Satisfactory:      Well Done: 
E1. :  a) ___: Little if any evidence;   b) ___: Some but more evidence needed; c) ___: Some key evidence missed.  

E2. : The evidence needed further development in order to support the point/argument being discussed. 

E3. : The evidence was described or narrated rather than used to support analysis of the central question. 

E4. : Incorrect use and/or illogical use of evidence evident here indicating a weakness in content knowledge. 

E5. : Evidence here was out of its correct chronological time-line and missed important cause-effect relationships. 

E6. : Evidence was listed here and not developed adequately to indicate its specific importance to the arguments. 

 

A: Adherence to the topic and key target words of the question:   Needs Work:      Satisfactory:      Well Done: 
A1. : The writing did reflect a connection to the target words of the question and did not address the central question. 

A2. : Key target words connecting the answer to the question were not used enough. 

A3. : At times, the writing strayed from the central idea/ideas of the question. 

A4. : If the question attempted called for a two-sided response (to what extent), only one side was provided. 

 

L: Writing Dynamics and Expression:    Needs Work:      Satisfactory:      Well Done: 
L1. : The central idea or target words of the question have not been used here and so context is not provided. 

L2. : A key word/words are missing here to provide a better understanding of the idea attempted.  

L3. : This is awkwardly stated and did not provide clarity, better diction was needed here. 

L4. : You used present tense but you need to use past tense when answering historical questions.     

L5. : Use proper nouns to identify important subjects not pronouns  it, them, him  inhibit clarity of writing. 

L6. : Never use questions, state answers rather than posing questions. 

L7. : Communication errors occurred here: a) spelling ___, b) punctuation ___ c) sentence structure___ . 

L8. : An important transitional word is missing which made the answer harder to interpret.  

 

 

Summary of areas that need to be addressed:                                                                              Was problematic          

: The response did not effectively focus on the command term and/or target word:                at times ___; often ____.                 

: Not enough evidence was used, more was needed to receive a higher score:                        at times ___; often ____.   

: Described or narrated events and did not link events to the central idea of the question:      at times ___; often ____. 

: More details, analysis and further development of evidence or ideas were needed:              at times ___; often ____. 

: Incorrect use of historical evidence reduced the quality of the response:                              at times ___; often ____. 

: Incorrect use of chronology led to a failure to establish cause-effect relationships:              at times ___; often ____.  

: Use of language problems diminished the effectiveness of the response:                              at times ___; often ____. 

 

Completed Written Response Question Feedback:     Needs Work:       Satisfactory:        Well Done:         

 

Final Mark:         /8 

 

 



History 12:  Evidence Question Evaluation Sheet- Improvement Guide: Term __1__   Topic: Treaty of Versailles                                                                                                                                                            
  

Section One: Written Analysis: Development of topic and use of Other Evidence supporting the documents for support (code = A) 

  A1: The topic sentence is missing the main idea/theme/target words = no context was established for the discussion that follows.  

    A2:  Key evidence: KE ___ or additional evidence: ADD ___was missed here that was important to provide for factual support. 

    A3: The evidence here was briefly mentioned: EM___ or evidence was listed: EL___ so its importance was not indicated clearly.  

    A4:  Discussion at this point has lapsed into description/narration of events and was not specifically addressing the question. 

    A5: The discussion in this section lacked relevance and did not support the central idea of the question.  

    A6:  Unclear point/idea/argument here that was incompletely developed and its importance was not developed adequately.  

    A7:  Incomplete analysis here: more detailed development and extension of the idea or reference was needed. 

    A8:  The discussion here was a repletion of ideas already expressed: RP___ or is contradictory: CT___ to ideas previously stated. 

    A9:  Weak application of evidence: WK___ or erroneous application: ER___ of evidence damaged the quality of the response. 

    A10: This reference is out of the proper chronological timeline limiting the accuracy of the historical review. 

    A11  The central topic/theme relating to the important target words “____________________” in this particular question need to  

                 be re-established for context and as a result the discussion has lost focus at this point. 
 

Overview of Written Analysis and Other Evidence:    Needs Attention:             Satisfactory:            Well Done: 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Section Two: Specific Integration of Documents; use and integration of document information (code = D) 

D1: The central idea of the document was not developed adequately due to one of the following deficiencies: 

        R: ___ Referring to the document without development                    B: ___ Bracketing the document without development   

        D: ___ Describing the contents of document without development   Q: ___ Quoting the document in a without development    

D2: The document was not used as effectively as it could have been and was more useful applied to a different idea or event.  

D3: The implied idea of the document was misunderstood so the document was used incorrectly or its use was simply invalid. 

D4: You missed using a supporting document for the point/evidence introduced here that would have substantiated your analysis. 

D5: A useful document for this section of the discussion was not used. 

D6: The number of the document has been recorded incorrectly as this point refers to a different document: proof reading error. 

D7: You have listed documents together. As a result, the specific relevance of each document was not determined.  

D8: Rather than introducing the idea of the document in a descriptive way (wrong way “Document 2 says”), you needed to   

            state the idea that the document illustrates and then use the document as support (right way  “as supported by Document 2”). 

D9: A number of documents were not used which were needed to be used as support in order for a full analysis to be provided.   
 

Overview of Document Application:  Needs Attention:             Satisfactory:                Well Done: 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Section Three: Language Proficiency: written application of knowledge (code = L) 

L1:  You needed to use the target word/words of the question far more often for context and centering.  
L2:  Key words are missing in this section resulting in a vague inference or lack of clarity. 

    L3 Confusing use of pronouns (them, it), use nouns and proper nouns to identify important people, places, events. 

    L4:Use past tense not present tense when you are answering historical questions. 

    L5:State points rather than posing questions to ponder.  

    L6:Diminished communication due to errors: spelling __, punctuation ___sentence structure __, missing transitional words ___ 

    L7:Vocabulary use or diction was awkwardly stated lacking clarity ____or the passage as it is written is lacks logic ____. 

    L8:  Do not use made up abbreviations. Use only recognized abbreviations (ex. USA). 

    L9:  Do not abbreviate the word “Document” – no Doc.1 but write Document 1 otherwise you’re cheating on the exam time. 
 

Overview of Language Application:  Needs Attention:       Satisfactory:         Well Done: 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

SUMMARY CHECKLIST: future improvements needed for written challenges using documents and evidence.  

Document use concerns to address on the next Evidence Question challenge: 

   1.  No documents were used! Therefore, the challenge of the question was not met and so few marks can be awarded! 

   2.  A few___, many___ available documents were not used, more needed to be used for support in order to achieve a higher score. 

   3.  At times __, often ___ documents were incompletely developed and more was needed to fulfill the analysis. 

   4.  At times __, often ___ documents were only referred to__, quoted__, bracketed __, described __, and not developed fully to   

                                                give a clear reflection of their importance in terms of the key idea of the question.   

   5.  At times __, often ___ the implied meaning of documents were misinterpreted and incorrectly applied.  

   6.  At times __, often ___ connecting words linking the document to main ideas were not used (e.g. supported by, illustrated by) 

Other general concerns to address on the next Evidence question challenge: 

   7.  At times __, often ___ answers lapsed into narration or description of events  

   8.  At times __, often ___ faulty historical thinking or incorrect application of historical evidence  

   9.  At times __, often ___ the central idea or key idea of the question _____________________was not adequately addressed. 

   10. At times __, often ___ analysis was incomplete more details related to references were needed for clarity in your answers. 

   11.  At times __, often ___ references were out of the proper chronology/timeline leaving out important cause-effect relationships. 

   12.  At times __, often ___ Use of language problems here diminished the effectiveness and quality of the response. 

   13. Other historical evidence was not provided ____, minimally provided _____, more examples needed _____ for a higher score. 

   14: This question called for a two-sided response (to what extent), only one side was offered so the analysis was incomplete. 
 

 

 

Final Evidence Question Feedback:  Needs Attention:      Satisfactory:     Well Done:         Final Mark:     /10 



History 12:  Evidence Question Evaluation Sheet- Improvement Guide: Term __1__ Topic: Russian Revolution 
 

Section One: Written Analysis: Development of topic and use of Other Evidence supporting the documents for support (code = A) 

  A1: The topic sentence is missing the main idea/theme/target words = no context was established for the discussion that follows.  

    A2:  Key evidence: KE ___ or additional evidence: ADD ___was missed here that was important to provide for factual support. 

    A3: The evidence here was briefly mentioned: EM___ or evidence was listed: EL___ so its importance was not indicated clearly.  

    A4:  Discussion at this point has lapsed into description/narration of events and was not specifically addressing the question. 

    A5: The discussion in this section lacked relevance and did not support the central idea of the question.  

    A6:  Unclear point/idea/argument here that was incompletely developed and its importance was not developed adequately.  

    A7:  Incomplete analysis here: more detailed development and extension of the idea or reference was needed. 

    A8:  The discussion here was a repletion of ideas already expressed: RP___ or is contradictory: CT___ to ideas previously stated. 

    A9:  Weak application of evidence: WK___ or erroneous application: ER___ of evidence damaged the quality of the response. 

    A10: This reference is out of the proper chronological timeline limiting the accuracy of the historical review. 

    A11  The central topic/theme relating to the important target words “____________________” in this particular question need to  

                 be re-established for context and as a result the discussion has lost focus at this point. 
 

Overview of Written Analysis and use of Other Evidence:    Needs Attention:             Satisfactory:            Well Done: 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Section Two: Specific Integration of Documents; use and integration of document information (code = D) 

D1: The central idea of the document was not developed adequately due to one of the following deficiencies: 

        R: ___ Referring to the document without development                    B: ___ Bracketing the document without development   

        D: ___ Describing the contents of document without development   Q: ___ Quoting the document in a without development    

D2: The document was not used as effectively as it could have been and was more useful applied to a different idea or event.  

D3: The implied idea of the document was misunderstood so the document was used incorrectly or its use was simply invalid. 

D4: You missed using a supporting document for the point/evidence introduced here that would have substantiated your analysis. 

D5: A useful document for this section of the discussion was not used. 

D6: The number of the document has been recorded incorrectly as this point refers to a different document: proof reading error. 

D7: You have listed documents together. As a result, the specific relevance of each document was not determined.  

D8: Rather than introducing the idea of the document in a descriptive way (wrong way “Document 2 says”), you needed to   

            state the idea that the document illustrates and then use the document as support (right way  “as supported by Document 2”). 

D9: A number of documents were not used which were needed to be used as support in order for a full analysis to be provided.   
 

Overview of Document Application:  Needs Attention:             Satisfactory:                Well Done: 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Section Three: Language Proficiency: written application of knowledge (code = L) 

L1:  You needed to use the target word/words of the question far more often for context and centering.  
L2:  Key words are missing in this section resulting in a vague inference or lack of clarity. 

    L3 Confusing use of pronouns (them, it), use nouns and proper nouns to identify important people, places, events. 

    L4:Use past tense not present tense when you are answering historical questions. 

    L5:State points rather than posing questions to ponder.  

    L6:Diminished communication due to errors: spelling __, punctuation ___sentence structure __, missing transitional words ___ 

    L7:Vocabulary use or diction was awkwardly stated lacking clarity ____or the passage as it is written is lacks logic ____. 

    L8:  Do not use made up abbreviations. Use only recognized abbreviations (ex. USA). 

    L9:  Do not abbreviate the word “Document” – no Doc.1 but write Document 1 otherwise you’re cheating on the exam time. 
 

Overview of Language Application:  Needs Attention:       Satisfactory:         Well Done: 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

SUMMARY CHECKLIST: future improvements needed for written challenges using documents and evidence.  

Document use concerns to address on the next Evidence Question challenge: 

   1.  No documents were used! Therefore, the challenge of the question was not met and so few marks can be awarded! 

   2.  A few___, many___ available documents were not used, more needed to be used for support in order to achieve a higher score. 

   3.  At times __, often ___ documents were incompletely developed and more was needed to fulfill the analysis. 

   4.  At times __, often ___ documents were only referred to__, quoted__, bracketed __, described __, and not developed fully to   

                                                give a clear reflection of their importance in terms of the key idea of the question.   

   5.  At times __, often ___ the implied meaning of documents were misinterpreted and incorrectly applied.  

   6.  At times __, often ___ connecting words linking the document to main ideas were not used (e.g. supported by, illustrated by) 

Other general concerns to address on the next Evidence question challenge: 

   7.  At times __, often ___ answers lapsed into narration or description of events  

   8.  At times __, often ___ faulty historical thinking or incorrect application of historical evidence  

   9.  At times __, often ___ the central idea or key idea of the question _____________________was not adequately addressed. 

   10. At times __, often ___ analysis was incomplete more details related to references were needed for clarity in your answers. 

   11.  At times __, often ___ references were out of the proper chronology/timeline leaving out important cause-effect relationships. 

   12.  At times __, often ___ Use of language problems here diminished the effectiveness and quality of the response. 

   13. Other historical evidence was not provided ____, minimally provided _____, more examples needed _____ for a higher score. 

   14: This question called for a two-sided response (to what extent), only one side was offered so the analysis was incomplete. 
 

 

Final Evidence Question Feedback:  Needs Attention:      Satisfactory:     Well Done:         Final Mark:     /10 
 



History 12:  Evidence Question Evaluation Sheet- Improvement Guide: Term __2__ Topics: Role of Br. or USSR 
 

Section One: Written Analysis: Development of topic and use of Other Evidence supporting the documents for support (code = A) 

  A1: The topic sentence is missing the main idea/theme/target words = no context was established for the discussion that follows.  

    A2:  Key evidence: KE ___ or additional evidence: ADD ___was missed here that was important to provide for factual support. 

    A3: The evidence here was briefly mentioned: EM___ or evidence was listed: EL___ so its importance was not indicated clearly.  

    A4:  Discussion at this point has lapsed into description/narration of events and was not specifically addressing the question. 

    A5: The discussion in this section lacked relevance and did not support the central idea of the question.  

    A6:  Unclear point/idea/argument here that was incompletely developed and its importance was not developed adequately.  

    A7:  Incomplete analysis here: more detailed development and extension of the idea or reference was needed. 

    A8:  The discussion here was a repletion of ideas already expressed: RP___ or is contradictory: CT___ to ideas previously stated. 

    A9:  Weak application of evidence: WK___ or erroneous application: ER___ of evidence damaged the quality of the response. 

    A10: This reference is out of the proper chronological timeline limiting the accuracy of the historical review. 

    A11  The central topic/theme relating to the important target words “____________________” in this particular question need to  

                 be re-established for context and as a result the discussion has lost focus at this point. 
 

Overview of Written Analysis and use of Other Evidence:    Needs Attention:             Satisfactory:            Well Done: 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Section Two: Specific Integration of Documents; use and integration of document information (code = D) 

D1: The central idea of the document was not developed adequately due to one of the following deficiencies: 

        R: ___ Referring to the document without development                    B: ___ Bracketing the document without development   

        D: ___ Describing the contents of document without development   Q: ___ Quoting the document in a without development    

D2: The document was not used as effectively as it could have been and was more useful applied to a different idea or event.  

D3: The implied idea of the document was misunderstood so the document was used incorrectly or its use was simply invalid. 

D4: You missed using a supporting document for the point/evidence introduced here that would have substantiated your analysis. 

D5: A useful document for this section of the discussion was not used. 

D6: The number of the document has been recorded incorrectly as this point refers to a different document: proof reading error. 

D7: You have listed documents together. As a result, the specific relevance of each document was not determined.  

D8: Rather than introducing the idea of the document in a descriptive way (wrong way “Document 2 says”), you needed to   

            state the idea that the document illustrates and then use the document as support (right way  “as supported by Document 2”). 

D9: A number of documents were not used which were needed to be used as support in order for a full analysis to be provided.   
 

Overview of Document Application:  Needs Attention:             Satisfactory:                Well Done: 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Section Three: Language Proficiency: written application of knowledge (code = L) 

L1:  You needed to use the target word/words of the question far more often for context and centering.  
L2:  Key words are missing in this section resulting in a vague inference or lack of clarity. 

    L3 Confusing use of pronouns (them, it), use nouns and proper nouns to identify important people, places, events. 

    L4:Use past tense not present tense when you are answering historical questions. 

    L5:State points rather than posing questions to ponder.  

    L6:Diminished communication due to errors: spelling __, punctuation ___sentence structure __, missing transitional words ___ 

    L7:Vocabulary use or diction was awkwardly stated lacking clarity ____or the passage as it is written is lacks logic ____. 

    L8:  Do not use made up abbreviations. Use only recognized abbreviations (ex. USA). 

    L9:  Do not abbreviate the word “Document” – no Doc.1 but write Document 1 otherwise you’re cheating on the exam time. 
 

Overview of Language Application:  Needs Attention:       Satisfactory:         Well Done: 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

SUMMARY CHECKLIST: future improvements needed for written challenges using documents and evidence.  

Document use concerns to address on the next Evidence Question challenge: 

   1.  No documents were used! Therefore, the challenge of the question was not met and so few marks can be awarded! 

   2.  A few___, many___ available documents were not used, more needed to be used for support in order to achieve a higher score. 

   3.  At times __, often ___ documents were incompletely developed and more was needed to fulfill the analysis. 

   4.  At times __, often ___ documents were only referred to__, quoted__, bracketed __, described __, and not developed fully to   

                                                give a clear reflection of their importance in terms of the key idea of the question.   

   5.  At times __, often ___ the implied meaning of documents were misinterpreted and incorrectly applied.  

   6.  At times __, often ___ connecting words linking the document to main ideas were not used (e.g. supported by, illustrated by) 

Other general concerns to address on the next Evidence question challenge: 

   7.  At times __, often ___ answers lapsed into narration or description of events  

   8.  At times __, often ___ faulty historical thinking or incorrect application of historical evidence  

   9.  At times __, often ___ the central idea or key idea of the question _____________________was not adequately addressed. 

   10. At times __, often ___ analysis was incomplete more details related to references were needed for clarity in your answers. 

   11.  At times __, often ___ references were out of the proper chronology/timeline leaving out important cause-effect relationships. 

   12.  At times __, often ___ Use of language problems here diminished the effectiveness and quality of the response. 

   13. Other historical evidence was not provided ____, minimally provided _____, more examples needed _____ for a higher score. 

   14: This question called for a two-sided response (to what extent), only one side was offered so the analysis was incomplete. 
 

 

Final Evidence Question Feedback:  Needs Attention:      Satisfactory:     Well Done:         Final Mark:     /10 



History 12:  Evidence Question Evaluation Sheet- Improvement Guide: Term __2__ Topics: Middle East 
Section One: Written Analysis: Development of topic and use of Other Evidence supporting the documents for support (code = A) 

  A1: The topic sentence is missing the main idea/theme/target words = no context was established for the discussion that follows.  

    A2:  Key evidence: KE ___ or additional evidence: ADD ___was missed here that was important to provide for factual support. 

    A3: The evidence here was briefly mentioned: EM___ or evidence was listed: EL___ so its importance was not indicated clearly.  

    A4:  Discussion at this point has lapsed into description/narration of events and was not specifically addressing the question. 

    A5: The discussion in this section lacked relevance and did not support the central idea of the question.  

    A6:  Unclear point/idea/argument here that was incompletely developed and its importance was not developed adequately.  

    A7:  Incomplete analysis here: more detailed development and extension of the idea or reference was needed. 

    A8:  The discussion here was a repletion of ideas already expressed: RP___ or is contradictory: CT___ to ideas previously stated. 

    A9:  Weak application of evidence: WK___ or erroneous application: ER___ of evidence damaged the quality of the response. 

    A10: This reference is out of the proper chronological timeline limiting the accuracy of the historical review. 

    A11  The central topic/theme relating to the important target words “____________________” in this particular question need to  

                 be re-established for context and as a result the discussion has lost focus at this point. 
 

Overview of Written Analysis and use of Other Evidence:    Needs Attention:             Satisfactory:            Well Done: 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Section Two: Specific Integration of Documents; use and integration of document information (code = D) 

D1: The central idea of the document was not developed adequately due to one of the following deficiencies: 

        R: ___ Referring to the document without development                    B: ___ Bracketing the document without development   

        D: ___ Describing the contents of document without development   Q: ___ Quoting the document in a without development    

D2: The document was not used as effectively as it could have been and was more useful applied to a different idea or event.  

D3: The implied idea of the document was misunderstood so the document was used incorrectly or its use was simply invalid. 

D4: You missed using a supporting document for the point/evidence introduced here that would have substantiated your analysis. 

D5: A useful document for this section of the discussion was not used. 

D6: The number of the document has been recorded incorrectly as this point refers to a different document: proof reading error. 

D7: You have listed documents together. As a result, the specific relevance of each document was not determined.  

D8: Rather than introducing the idea of the document in a descriptive way (wrong way “Document 2 says”), you needed to   

            state the idea that the document illustrates and then use the document as support (right way  “as supported by Document 2”). 

D9: A number of documents were not used which were needed to be used as support in order for a full analysis to be provided.   
 

Overview of Document Application:  Needs Attention:             Satisfactory:                Well Done: 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Section Three: Language Proficiency: written application of knowledge (code = L) 

L1:  You needed to use the target word/words of the question far more often for context and centering.  
L2:  Key words are missing in this section resulting in a vague inference or lack of clarity. 

    L3 Confusing use of pronouns (them, it), use nouns and proper nouns to identify important people, places, events. 

    L4:Use past tense not present tense when you are answering historical questions. 

    L5:State points rather than posing questions to ponder.  

    L6:Diminished communication due to errors: spelling __, punctuation ___sentence structure __, missing transitional words ___ 

    L7:Vocabulary use or diction was awkwardly stated lacking clarity ____or the passage as it is written is lacks logic ____. 

    L8:  Do not use made up abbreviations. Use only recognized abbreviations (ex. USA). 

    L9:  Do not abbreviate the word “Document” – no Doc.1 but write Document 1 otherwise you’re cheating on the exam time. 
 

Overview of Language Application:  Needs Attention:       Satisfactory:         Well Done: 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

SUMMARY CHECKLIST: future improvements needed for written challenges using documents and evidence.  

Document use concerns to address on the next Evidence Question challenge: 

   1.  No documents were used! Therefore, the challenge of the question was not met and so few marks can be awarded! 

   2.  A few___, many___ available documents were not used, more needed to be used for support in order to achieve a higher score. 

   3.  At times __, often ___ documents were incompletely developed and more was needed to fulfill the analysis. 

   4.  At times __, often ___ documents were only referred to__, quoted__, bracketed __, described __, and not developed fully to   

                                                give a clear reflection of their importance in terms of the key idea of the question.   

   5.  At times __, often ___ the implied meaning of documents were misinterpreted and incorrectly applied.  

   6.  At times __, often ___ connecting words linking the document to main ideas were not used (e.g. supported by, illustrated by) 

Other general concerns to address on the next Evidence question challenge: 

   7.  At times __, often ___ answers lapsed into narration or description of events  

   8.  At times __, often ___ faulty historical thinking or incorrect application of historical evidence  

   9.  At times __, often ___ the central idea or key idea of the question _____________________was not adequately addressed. 

   10. At times __, often ___ analysis was incomplete more details related to references were needed for clarity in your answers. 

   11.  At times __, often ___ references were out of the proper chronology/timeline leaving out important cause-effect relationships. 

   12.  At times __, often ___ Use of language problems here diminished the effectiveness and quality of the response. 

   13. Other historical evidence was not provided ____, minimally provided _____, more examples needed _____ for a higher score. 

   14: This question called for a two-sided response (to what extent), only one side was offered so the analysis was incomplete. 
 

 

Final Evidence Question Feedback:  Needs Attention:      Satisfactory:     Well Done:         Final Mark:     /14 

 


